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Nuclear magnetic resonance-paramagnetic relaxation enhancements:
Influence of spatial quantization of the electron spin when the zero-field
splitting energy is larger than the Zeeman energy

S. M. Abernathy, J. C. Miller, L. L. Lohr, and R. R. Sharp
Department of Chemistry, The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109

~Received 14 April 1998; accepted 27 May 1998!

Dissolved paramagnetic ions generally provide an efficient mechanism for the relaxation of nuclear
spins in solution, a phenomenon called the nuclear magnetic resonance-paramagnetic relaxation
enhancement~NMR-PRE!. Metal ions with electron spinsS>1 exhibit rich NMR relaxation
phenomena originating in the properties of the zero-field splitting~zfs! interaction, which vanishes
for spin-12 ions but which is nonzero forS>1 ions in site symmetry lower than cubic. ForS>1 ions
in the vicinity of the zfs-limit, i.e., at magnetic-field strengths low enough that the zfs energy
exceeds the Zeeman energy, the NMR-PRE depends strongly on the detailed structure of the
electron spin energy levels as well as on the spatial quantization of the spin motion. It is shown
theoretically and experimentally that the NMR-PRE produced by integer spins can be influenced
strongly by the smallintradoublet zero-field splittings, i.e., the splittings between the components of
the non-Kramers doublets, which are produced by noncylindrical components of the crystal field
potential. These small splittings produce relatively low-frequency oscillations in the dipolar field
associated witĥSẑ& ~the spin component along the molecule-fixedẑ axis!. These motions decouple
the nuclear spin from the electron spin, thereby depressing, in some cases very strongly, the
NMR-PRE. The presence of a relatively small Zeeman field, comparable in magnitude to the
intradoublet spacing but small compared to the largerinterdoublet zfs splittings, causes a major
change in the spin wave functions which has profound effects on the motions of the electron spin.
When the Zeeman energy exceeds the small zfs splitting, the oscillatory motion of^Sẑ& damps out,
with the result that the electron spin couples more effectively to the nuclear spin, providing a more
efficient NMR relaxation pathway. NMR-PRE data are presented for theS51 complex
Ni( II )(o-pda)2Cl2 (o-pda5ortho-phenylenediamine) which confirm the importance of the
splitting of the mS561 non-Kramers doublet on the NMR relaxation efficiency. The zfs
E-parameter was measured from the NMR data to beuEu50.26 cm21. The S52 spin system,
Mn(III )-tetraphenylporphyrin sulfonate, exhibits a related phenomenon which arises from the
effects of a small zfs splitting,De62 , of the mS562 non-Kramers doublet that is caused by a
fourfold rotational component of the crystal field potential. The splittingDe62 was measured from
NMR data to be 0.20 cm21. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!01733-4#
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INTRODUCTION

Dissolved paramagnetic ions generally produce large
hancements of the NMR relaxation rates of nuclear spins
solvent and ligand species. This phenomenon is called
NMR-paramagnetic relaxation enhancement or NMR-PR
Ions with electron spinsS>1 exhibit very interesting NMR
relaxation phenomena which originate in the properties
the zero field splitting~zfs! interaction. The zfs vanishes fo
spin-12 ions but is nonzero forS>1 ions in site symmetry
lower than cubic. ForS>1 ions, the NMR-PRE can conve
niently be discussed with reference to the zfs- and Zeem
limits, in which the zfs Hamiltonian,Hzfs is, respectively,
much greater or much less than the Zeeman Hamilton
HZeem.

In a recent experimental study, two of us1 have shown
that NMR relaxation enhancements produced by
high-spin S51 complex Ni(II )~acac!2~H2O!2 (acac
5acetylacetonato) in the vicinity of the zfs-limit are high
sensitive to the rhombic component of the quadratic zfs t
4030021-9606/98/109(10)/4035/12/$15.00
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sor ~i.e., the component described by the electron spin re
nance ESRE-parameter!, much more so than to the cylindri
cal component~the D-parameter!. To clarify the physical
nature of the relaxation mechanism, the theory of electr
nuclear dipole–dipole relaxation was subsequently cast2 in
the molecular frame in a mathematical form which exhib
the dependence of the NMR relaxation efficiency on the s
tial quantization of the electron spin and on the details of
electron spin motion. This analysis provides a highly int
tive physical picture of the magnetic dipole relaxatio
mechanism whenHzfs.HZeem.

The present study explores in a more general context
relaxation mechanisms associated with the integer spin
temsS51 andS52, with particular emphasis on the phys
cal interpretation. Our objective is to better understand
relationship of the spin energy level diagram, the spa
quantization of the spin motion, and the NMR relaxati
efficiency. It is shown that the NMR-PRE is particularly se
sitive to the small level splittings within manifolds of non
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Kramers doublets, splittings which are produced by non
lindrical components of the crystal field. Earlier work b
Fukui et al.3 and this laboratory1,2,4–6 have shown that the
NMR-PRE for spin-1 is very sensitive to the presence
rhombic components in the zfs tensor. Related phenom
involving a dependence of the NMR-PRE on other noncy
drical components of the zfs tensor are of importance
other spin systems: It is shown below that forS52, the
NMR-PRE is particularly sensitive to fourth rank zfs term
which arise from components of the crystal field poten
with fourfold rotational symmetry. Experimental exampl
are described in which both rhombic and fourth-order
splittings have been measured through the analysis of fi
dependent NMR relaxation data.

The NMR-PRE is also sensitive, in a higher range
field strengths, to the large level splittings between adjac
non-Kramers or Kramers doublets. This latter dependenc
interdoublet splittings has been described in some de
previously7,8 and is not further analyzed here. The main co
cern of the present work is the range of applied magne
field strengths where the Zeeman energy is comparable to
small intradoublet zfs splittings but smaller than the inte
doublet splittings. The NMR-PRE is generally very sensit
to the applied magnetic-field strength in this regime and p
vides experimental access to these relatively subtle feat
of the spin level system.

We also compare the nmr relaxation mechanisms a
ciated with integer spins with those of half-integerS
>3/2) spins. The situation for half-integer spins is physica
rather different from that for integer spins because of
unique physical properties of the centralmS56 1

2 Kramers
doublet. The spatial quantization of the electron spin wit
themS56 1

2 manifold of anS>3/2 ion in the vicinity of the
zfs-limit differs from that of integer spins, a difference whic
is reflected in the NMR relaxation efficiency and in the m
lecular anisotropy of nmr relaxation. Differences charact
istic of the low-field regime are analyzed.

New data are presented for theS51 complex
@ trans-Ni( II )(o-pda)2Cl2# (o-pda5ortho-phenylenedi-
amine!. The results confirm central aspects of the theory c
cerning the importance of zfs rhombicity forS51 spin sys-
tems. We have also re-analyzed, using theory which
counts for the effects of zfs splittings, earlier experimen
data9 for the high-spinS52 system, Mn(III )-TPPS (TPPS
5tetraphenylporphyrin sulfonate!. The NMR-PRE pro-
perties of Mn(III )-TPPS and related Mn(III ) por-
phyrins10 are highly unusual. The molar proton relaxivity o
the axial water ligands is extremely large, larger per mole
bound water than that of the Mn21 aquacation. Also, the
water proton relaxation rate (R1p) of Mn(III )-porphyrins
exhibits unique magnetic-field dependence in whichR1p in-
creases markedly with increasing field strength in a rema
ably low range of magnetic-field strengths, 0.04–0.4 T. W
have re-analyzed these data and show that the observe
havior is a consequence of the small intradoublet level sp
ting of themS562 non-Kramers manifold, a splitting whic
arises from fourth-order terms of the crystal field potent
An analysis of the NMR-PRE data provides a sensitive m
surement of this splitting.
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ZFS-LIMIT NMR RELAXATION THEORY

We first summarize some results of the ZFS-limit NMR
PRE theory of Ref. 2. This theory, which is appropriate
the vicinity of the zfs-limit where the total zfs energy
larger than the Zeeman energy, is cast in a molecular-fra
description which provides a highly transparent physical
terpretation of the spin relaxation mechanism. Related ea
work is described in Refs. 4–8, 11–15.

R1p is the T1 NMR rate of the paramagnetic solutio
after correction for the diamagnetic background of the s
vent. Under slow motion conditions~see below!, R1p can be
expressed as a sum of contributions due, respectively, to
Cartesian components,m r̂ ( r̂ 5 x̂,ŷ,ẑ), of the electronic mag-
netic moment,m5gebeS ~which we assume is a spin-onl
quantity!

R1p5R1ẑ1R1x̂1R1ŷ , ~1!

R1r̂5~4/3!~g Igebe!
2~m0/4p!2r IS

26@11P2~cosu r̂ !#

3(
m,n

Pm
+ u^muSr̂ un&u2Jr̂~vmn!, ~2!

Jr̂~v!5td /~11v2td
2!, ~3!

1/td51/tS
~m!11/tR

~1! . ~4!

Coordinates with a superscripting karat (ˆ ) are defined in the
molecule-fixed zfs-principal axis system.S is the electron
spin quantum number,P2(x) is the second-order Legendr
polynomial, andu r̂ is the angle between the interspin vect
r IS and ther̂ th principal axis of the zfs-PAS.g I is the nuclear
magnetogyric ratio,ge52.0023 is the free electrong-value,
be is the Bohr magneton, andm0 is permeability of free
space. The sum is over the eigenstates,um&, un&, of the elec-
tron spin system.Pm

0 is the thermal equilibrium population o
um&, assumed to be in the high-temperature limit, so t
Pm

0 5(2S11)21. vmn is the ~m,n! transition frequency, and
tS

(m) is the decay time of the time-correlation functio
^muSr̂(t)•Sr̂(0)um&. td is the correlation time of theI –S
dipolar interaction, andtR

(1) is the reorientational correlation
time for a molecule-fixed vector.~It should be noted that the
reorientational correlation time which appears in the tra
tional Zeeman-limit expressions forR1p is that for a second
rank molecule-fixed tensor,tR

(2) . For molecules undergoing
classical reorientational diffusion,tR

(1)53tR
(2)).

The physical picture underlying Eqs.~1!–~4! can be
summarized, in brief, as follows.2 Each molecular frame car
tesian componentR1r̂ in Eq. ~1! can be interpreted as arisin
from the coupling of the nuclear spin magnetic moment w
the local magnetic field arising from the molecular fram
Cartesian component,^m r̂&, of the electron spin’s magneti
moment. The functionr IS

26@11P2(cosur̂)# in Eq. ~2! de-
scribes the spatial variation of the squared magnetic field
a magnetic dipole located at the origin and oriented along
r̂ th molecular axis. This local dipolar field is comprised
both static and oscillating components, the former prop
tional in amplitude to the diagonal matrix elemen
u^mum r̂ um&u, and the latter to the off-diagonal matrix ele
ments, u^mum r̂ un&u. The off-diagonal fields oscillate at th
associated transition frequencies,vmn . The spectral density
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functions Jr̂(vmn) describe the dipolar power density pr
duced byu^mum r̂ un&u at the nuclear Larmor frequencyv I ~we
assumevmn@v I). The terms in Eq.~2! for which the tran-
sition frequencyvmn is large enough thatvmntd@1 produce
very little power density atv I and, therefore, contribute neg
ligibly to R1p .

Two important approximations underlying Eqs.~1!–~4!
should be noted. First, the electron spin relaxation timestS

(m)

are in general magnetic-field dependent, but unfortuna
we have at present no analytic theory of this dependence
is valid outside the Zeeman limit. Electron spin relaxation
S>1 ions is usually assumed to result physically from t
stochastic fluctuations of the zfs-tensor arising from co
sional distortions and molecular reorientation of the me
coordination sphere. In the Zeeman-limit, the theory
Bloembergen and Morgan16 ~B-M! provides an appropriate
description

tS
215~2D t

2/50!@4S~S11!23#

3S tv

11~vStv!2 1
4tv

11~2vStv!2D . ~5!

D t is the rms amplitude of the time-dependent part of the
tensor,tv is a correlation time for the zfs fluctuation, andvS

is the electron Larmor frequency. However, the Larmor f
quenciesvS do not realistically~or even approximately! de-
scribe the spin level splittings whenHzfs.HZeem, and thus
B-M theory is not appropriate in this regime. Also, B-M
theory does not account for magnetic-field dependence o
spin wave functions, which can be very large when the
splittings are comparable to the Zeeman energy~see below!.
Westlund17 has recently developed a molecular frame z
limit Redfield theory which describestS of S51 ions under
slow motion conditions. However, this theory does not inc
porate the effects of field variation either in the spin mat
elements or in the transition frequencies and thus is a z
field limiting theory; i.e., it does not describe the magnet
field dependence oftS . A suitable analytical theory is
needed.

In the experimental analyses described below, atten
is focused on the relationship between the NMR-PRE
the coherent oscillational motions of the electron spin, a
the magnetic-field dependence oftS is neglected. The coher
ent electron spin dynamics driven by the static spin Ham
tonian are strongly magnetic-field dependent due to
magnetic-field dependence of the spin eigenfunctions in
low field regime~see below!. It is shown below that the slow
motion theory is strikingly successful in describing the fie
dependence of NMR-PRE data even when thetS parameters
are assumed to be field-independent quantities. The degr
which magnetic-field dependence intS may produce addi-
tional field dependence inR1p needs further study.

An additional approximation underlying Eqs.~1!–~5! is
an incomplete description of the effects of Brownian reo
entation. Although reorientational effects are included in p
within the definition oftd , which describes temporal varia
tions in the electron-nuclear dipolar coupling, fluctuations
the electron spin Hamiltonian are not described: molecu
tumbling produces time dependence in the transition
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quenciesvmn and in the matrix elementŝmuSr̂ un& of Eq. ~2!,
due to the fact thatHzfs is explicitly time dependent, while
the analytic theory treats these quantities as static entitie
they would be in a powder. Reorientational modulation
HS can also provide a contributing relaxation pathway
tS

(m). The neglect of these effects is valid strictly when t
reorientational correlation time is much longer than the el
tron spin relaxation time.

More general computational approaches which acco
accurately for the effects of Brownian reorientation as w
as for the effects of comparable Zeeman and zfs terms in
spin Hamiltonian are described in Refs. 16–27. The m
recent and perhaps the most powerful of these are meth
based on spin dynamics simulation, which have been de
oped both in this laboratory25 and in Sweden.26,27 However,
the zfs-limit analytic theory of Ref. 2 is, in our view, o
much greater utility than the computational approaches
that the latter obscure important physical aspects of the
laxation mechanism which are transparent in the form
This not only provides greater physical insight into the
laxation process but also provides a much clearer un
standing of the information content of the NMR-PRE expe
ment. For this reason, we prefer to use the analytic theor
Ref. 2 for the primary analysis of data and to use the s
dynamics programSPINDYN.f25 for refining the analysis and
assessing its accuracy.

SPIN WAVE FUNCTIONS AND LEVEL DIAGRAMS

In this and the following sections we discuss the dep
dence ofR1p on the spatial quantization of the electron sp
motion as determined by the spin eigenfunctions and le
splittings. It is shown in particular that the motions of th
time correlation functionŝSr̂(t)•Sr̂(0)& are highly sensitive
at relatively low magnetic-field strengths to the small z
splittings within non-Kramers doublets and that this dep
dence has profound consequences for NMR relaxation p
nomena. At higher field strengths, the spin motion is a
sensitive to the larger interdoublet splittings. The zfs le
structure depends on the detailed form and symmetry of
crystal field potential. These factors are analyzed system
cally in this and the following sections. The results are th
applied to the interpretation of experimental data for tw
model integer spin systems, one containing theS51 Ni(II )
ion, the other containing high spin Mn(III ), anS52 ion.

d-Block ions with quenched orbital angular momentu
have spin level systems which can be described by a
Hamiltonian of the form,

HS5B0
~2!O0

~2!1B2
~2!O2

~2!

1B0
~4!O0

~4!1B2
~4!O2

~4!1B4
~4!O4

~4!1gebeBo•S. ~6!

The last term on the rhs is the electronic Zeeman Ham
tonian. The quantitiesOq

(k) of rank k and degreeq are func-
tions of the spin operators which transform like the functio
cos(qw) under rotations about the molecularẑ axis. The func-
tions for k52,4 are given in the Appendix. Table 16 o
Abragram and Bleaney28 contains a more extensive comp
lation but with different notation: TheirOk

q is writtenOq
(k) in

Eq. ~6!. Matrix elementŝ S,mSuOq
(k)uS,mS8& vanish for allk
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.2S. Thus sixth and higher rank terms are absent forS,3
and are consequently unimportant ford-block ions; they will
not be considered further here, although they can be q
important for lanthanides. Matrix elemen
^S,mSuOq

(k)uS,mS8& also vanish forqÞumS2mS8u. The coeffi-
cientsBq

(k) are parameters which describe the zfs tenso
the principal axis system. The second rank terms (k52) in
Eq. ~6! are related to the zfs parametersD and E of ESR
spectroscopy:B0

(2)5hc(102)(D/3) and B2
(2)5hc(102)E,

whereD andE are in units of cm21, and Planck’s constanth
and the speed of lightc are in SI. TheBq

(k) are usually cal-
culated by perturbation theory in terms of the matrix e
ments of the spin–orbit coupling Hamiltonian between
ground and excited electronic states. TheBq

(k) depend on the
strength and symmetry of the crystal field~CF! potential.
Terms q50 arise from cylindrical CF components~i.e.,
those independent ofw!, q52 terms from CF component
with twofold rotational symmetry,q54 terms from CF com-
ponents with fourfold rotational symmetry, etc.

Spin level diagrams in the zfs-limit for cylindrical an
orthorhombic CF symmetry are shown in Fig. 1 forS51,3

2,
and 2. We are primarily concerned with the physical situ
tion for integer spins in the vicinity of the zfs-limit (Hzfs

.HZeem). We use a perturbation analysis in which the cyl
drical zfs terms of Eq.~6! define the zero-order Hamiltonian
to which the Zeeman and noncylindrical zfs terms are trea
as perturbations. ForS51, zfs terms higher than quadrat
(k52) vanish. In a CF potential with threefold or high
rotational symmetry, themS561 non-Kramers doublet lev
els are degenerate andmS is a good quantum number. Th
spin eigenfunctions can be chosen as the circularly polar
functions, $u61&,u0&%, quantized along the molecularẑ axis
~these functions are identical to the Zeeman basis funct
when the external magnetic field is parallel to the molecu
ẑ axis!. The presence of a rhombic termB2

(2) arising from a
twofold component in the CF gives rise to nonzero mat
elements between themS511 andmS521 eigenstates and
thus breaks the degeneracy of themS561 non-Kramers
doublet in first order~Fig. 1! ~‘‘first order’’ refers to a con-

FIG. 1. Zfs-limit spin level diagrams for~a! S51, ~b! S5
3
2, and~c! S52 in

cylindrical ~left! and orthorhombic~right! crystal field site symmetry.B̃j
(k) in

cm21.
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tribution to the energy that is linear in the coefficientB2
(2)).

In a rhombic field,mS is no longer a good quantum numbe
and the eigenstates are Cartesian-polarized linear comb
tions of circularly polarized functions

u08&5uS,0&, ~7a!

u618&5221/2~2uS,11&6uS,21&). ~7b!

These functions,$u118&,u218&,u08&%, transform spatially as
the rotations $Rx ,Ry ,Rz% and can be relabeled
$uX&,uY&,uZ&%.

For S52, zfs terms of rankk52 and 4 will in general be
present, depending on the symmetry of the CF. TheB0

(2)

cylindrical term splits the five spin levels into a singlet a
two non-Kramers doublets (mS50,61,62) with energies
e0

(2)5B0
(2)(3mS

226). TheB0
(4) term modifies these energie

by an additional amounte0
(4)5B0

(4)(35mS
4295mS

2172) but
does not split the doublets.B0

(4) has no important qualitative
effects onR1p beyond those produced byB0

(2), and we do not
consider it further. The spin eigenfunctions in a cylindric
CF can be chosen as the circularly polarized wave functio
$u0&, u61&, u62&%, spatially quantized alongẑ. The rhombic
zfs termsB2

(2) and B2
(4) couple levels for whichDmS562

and thus produce a first-order splitting of the degener
mS561 manifold ofS52. Zfs rhombicity does not split the
mS562 manifold in first order. The term containingB4

(4) in
Eq. ~6! arises from a fourfold symmetry component in th
CF. This term couples levels withDmS564 and thus splits
the mS562 Kramers doublet in first-order perturbatio
theory ~Fig. 1!. The effects ofB4

(4) are likely to be quite
important forS52 ions, as is described below with referen
to Mn(III )-TPPS.

The wave functions forS52 in a noncylindrical CF site
symmetry are given by Eqs.~7! plus the additional Cartesia
function

u628&[221/2~ uS,12&6uS,22&). ~7c!

The Cartesian basis functions forS52 transform spatially
like the d-orbitals and can be labeled$uZ2&,uXZ&,uYZ&,uX2

2Y2&,uXY&% for $u0&,u618&,u628&%, respectively.

SPATIAL QUANTIZATION AND NMR RELAXATION
EFFICIENCY

It can be seen from Eq.~2! that the NMR relaxation
efficiency and its molecular anisotropy are closely related
the spatial quantization and to the motional characteristic
^S&, as described by the time correlation functions

(
m

^muSr̂~0!•Sr̂~ t !um&5(
m,n

u^muSr̂ un&u2 exp~2 ivmnt !,

~8!

where $um&,un&% are the eigenbasis of the static spin Ham
tonian, HS . Diagonal matrix elements,̂muSr̂ um& ~when
these do not vanish by symmetry! describe zero-frequenc
spin motions. The associated spectral density functio
Jr̂(0) in Eq. ~2!, are relatively large. These terms, whe
present, provide relatively efficient relaxation pathways
nuclear spins. Off-diagonal matrix elements,^muSr̂ un&, de-
scribe oscillations of̂ Sr̂& at the transition frequencyvmn .
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The dipolar spectral density functions,J(vmn), associated
with these terms are relatively small when the level splitt
is large enough thatvmntd.1, in which case the electro
spin is motionally decoupled from the nuclear spin due to
effects of spin oscillation. As an example, forvmn

52 cm21, this condition is met fortd.2.6 ps. Thus inter-
doublet zfs splittings the order of a few wave numbers c
usually be neglected as relaxation pathways unless the
tron spin relaxation time is extremely short, at most the or
of a couple of ps. Thus the principal relaxation terms in E
~2! will usually be those containing diagonal matrix eleme
~when these are nonvanishing! as well as terms arising from
small intradoublet splittings.

We consider first the situation for an integer spin wh
the spin Hamiltonian is the zero order Hamiltonian, i.
when the spin is in the zfs-limit (Bo50) in cylindrical CF
site symmetry. The spin eigenfunctions are the circularly
larized functionsuS,mS& quantized along the molecularẑ
axis. ^Sẑ&56mS is a constant of the motion, and^Sx̂& and
^Sŷ& oscillate at the 1Q frequencies,vD for S51 and
(vD,3vD) for S52 ~the level systems are shown in Fig. 1!.
Ignoring matrix elements which describe spin oscillatio
with frequencies the order ofnvD , the principal NMR re-
laxation pathway will result only from terms in̂Sẑ&, and the
relative relaxation efficiencies of the different eigenstates
proportional tomS

2. For S51, the largest part of the NMR
relaxation efficiency is provided bŷSẑ& in the u61& eigen-
states. ForS52, the relaxation efficiency is provided by th
u61& and u62& eigenstates, which contribute in the ratio 1
The molecular anisotropy ofR1p is that ofR1ẑ , as given by
the function 11P2(cosuẑ).

If an orthorhombic component (B2
(2)Þ0, B2

(4)Þ0) is
present in addition to the cylindrical components of the
potential, the eigenfunctions at zero field are the Cartes
polarized functions of Eq.~7!. In the eigenbasis ofHS , the
diagonal matrix elements of̂Sẑ& then vanish,^0uSẑu0&
5^618uSẑu618&5^628uSẑu628&50, while the off-
diagonal matrix elements,̂618uSẑu718&, ^628uSẑu728&,
which couple the levels within the non-Kramers doublets
large. Terms containing the off-diagonal matrix elements
cillate at the small transition frequencies of the intradoub
splittings, which are Dv615S(S11)vE , and Dv62

524\21B4
(4) in first order for themS561,2 non-Kramers

doublets, respectively. The resulting motion in^Sẑ& acts to
suppress the NMR-PRE. Experimental examples forS51
andS52 are discussed in the following sections.

We now consider the magnetic-field dependence ofR1p

in the vicinity of the orthorhombic zfs-limit: it is assume
that a Zeeman interaction is present which is small compa
to the large interdoublet splittings between non-Kram
doublets but which may be comparable to or larger than
small intradoublet splittings. The first-order energies in
presence of the Zeeman field and the noncylindrical zfs fi
are

e0526B0
~2! , ~9a!

e61523B0
~2!6@~De61

+ !21z2#1/2, ~9b!

e62516B0
~2!6@~De62

+ !21~2z!2#1/2 ~9c!
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where

De61
+ 5B2

~2!S~S11!/2, ~9d!

De62
+ 512B4

~4! , ~9e!

Z5gebeBo cos~u!. ~9f!

u is the angle betweenBo and ẑ. 2De61
+ and 2De62

+ are the
first-order level splittings of theDmS561 and 62 non-
Kramers doublets in the absence of a Zeeman field@Eqs.~9c!
and~9e! apply toS52 but notS51#. Only the component of
Bo parallel to ẑ contributes to the Zeeman energy in fir
order.

The presence of a Zeeman interaction comparable
magnitude to the small zfs splittings causes major change
the spin wave functions. In the limitBo→0, the eigenfunc-
tions are the Cartesian-polarized functions of Eq.~7!. When
Z is greater than the intradoublet zfs splitting~but smaller
than the interdoublet splittings!, these eigenfunctions un
couple and approach the circularly polarized functions wh
are spatially quantized alongẑ. As long as the Zeeman en
ergy is smaller than the large interdoublet zfs splittings
,n\vD), ^S& remains spatially quantized along molecula
rather than laboratory axes. The principal effect ofBo is to
uncouple the eigenfunctions of Eq.~7!, thereby damping out
the oscillations in^Sẑ&. As a result, the NMR relaxation
efficiency rises dramatically. When the Zeeman energy ri
further, exceeding the large zfs splittings, the eigenfuncti
change again, this time from the circularly polarized fun
tions quantized alongẑ to the circularly polarized Zeema
functions quantized along laboratoryz axis. The changes in
NMR relaxation efficiency which accompany this latt
change in spatial quantization have been descri
previously.7–9

The changes in the wave functions and energies wh
occur for S51 when Bo rises from zero to a value large
than the rhombic splitting 2B2

(2) are shown in Figs. 2~a! and
2~b!. The first-order eigenfunctions of themS561 non-
Kramers doublet can be written

uC11&5c1uS,11&1c2uS,21&, ~10a!

uC21&52c2uS,11&1c1uS,21&. ~10b!

Figure 2~a! shows the coefficientsuc1u anduc2u as a function
of (gebeBo/2B2

(2)) at u5p/4 ~the angle betweenz and ẑ).
When Bo50, uc1u5uc2u5221/2, and the eigenfunctions ar
identical to theu618& coupled eigenfunctions of Eq.~7!.
With increasingBo , theuc2 /c1u ratio decreases, approachin
0 in the limit (gebeBo/2B2

(2))@1. The matrix elements o
^Sẑ& change accordingly: the diagonal matrix elements
^Sẑ& rise from zero atBo50 toward values of̂ Sẑ&5mS

when (vS/2vE)@1, while the off-diagonal matrix element
of ^Sẑ& decrease in a mirror fashion. Thus the oscillation
^Sẑ& that is driven by the rhombic splitting is damped out
the effects of the Zeeman interaction. A useful means
visualizing the effects of these changes onR1p is through
plots of the dipolar power spectrum, as we have sho
previously2 for S51. A further example is given below in
regard to theS52 complex, Mn-TPPS.
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Analogous phenomena occur for themS562 doublet of
S52, although in this case the change in wave function
curs when the Zeeman energy rises above the splitting o
mS562 levels, which is produced in first order by th
fourth rank zfs term, 24B4

(4), and in second order by th
rhombic term,B2

(2). The first-order eigenfunctions of th
mS562 manifold in the presence of the Zeeman field a
the coupled functions

uC12&5c18uS,12&1c28uS,22&, ~10c!

uC22&52c28uS,12&1c18uS,22&. ~10d!

A Zeeman energy greater thanDe62
+ uncouples the circularly

polarized functions in a manner analogous to that descr
above for S51 subject to a rhombic zfs interaction. Th
effect of the B4

(4) term is likely to be quite important in
practice forS52 because of the large potential NMR rela
ation efficiency of themS562 eigenstates (R1p varies as
umSu2 when the oscillations of̂Sẑ& are damped out byBo).
Also, the splitting due toB4

(4) is likely to be smaller than
typical rhombic splittings unless the latter vanish by symm
try, resulting in a relatively small oscillation frequency
^Sẑ& and a correspondingly high relaxation efficiency.

HALF-INTEGER SPINS: S53/2

The situation for half-integer spins is physically rath
different from that for integer spins, in part because of

FIG. 2. Change of the spin eigenfunctions~a! and energies~b! of the mS

561 non-Kramers manifold with increasing Zeeman field strength fo
spin S51 with a rhombic zfs tensor. The coefficientsc1,2 are defined in
Eq. ~8! of the text. Calculations assume an angleu5p/4 between the labo-
ratory z and molecularẑ axis.
-
he

e

ed

-

e

unique properties of themS56 1
2 Kramers doublet. ForS

5 3
2 in the cylindrical zfs-limit, themS56 3

2 and mS56 1
2

Kramers doublets are split by 2D ~Fig. 1!. The Kramers
doublets are not split by a CF potential of any symmetry
rank. A rhombic zfsE term produces only a second-ord
contribution to the cylindrical splitting. The eigenfunction
in a rhombic CF can be chosen~in zero field! as the circu-
larly polarized functionsuS,mS&, quantized along the mo
lecularẑ axis~although any linear combination of these fun
tions may equally well be selected within the degener
manifold!.

The Kramers doublets split in the presence of the app
magnetic field. When a Zeeman energy smaller than the
terdoublet splitting is applied, the spatial quantization diffe
for the mS56 1

2 andmS56 3
2 doublets. The6 3

2 wave func-
tions are not mixed by the magnetic field in first order, a
their first-order energies are

e63/25D6~3/2!gebeBo cos~u!.

The spin eigenfunctions are the circularly polarized functio
uS,6 3

2&, quantized along the molecularẑ axis.^Sẑ&56 3
2 is a

constant of the motion, whilêSx̂& and ^Sŷ& oscillate at the
1Q frequency, 2vD . Thus the situation for themS56 3

2

manifold with respect to NMR relaxation efficiency is sim
lar to that for integer spins in thatR1p results principally
from ^Sẑ&, and the molecular anisotropy ofR1ẑ is given by
the function@11P2(cosuẑ)#.

The situation is rather different for themS56 1
2 doublet,

since Bo mixes the doublet eigenstates in first order. T
eigenfunctions must be found by re-diagonalizingHS within
the mS56 1

2 manifold. The eigenfunctions are circularly po
larized Zeeman functions,uS,6 1

2&, quantized along the ex
ternal field rather than along molecular axes. The first-or
energies are

e61/252D6~ 1
2!g~u!beBo .

where g(u) is the anisotropicg-value. Because of this re
quantization from molecular to laboratory axes, themS

56 1
2 doublet has NMR relaxation properties more similar

those of a spin1
2 radical than to the integer spin system

described above, although theg-tensor within the61
2 mani-

fold is anisotropic and has a trace that differs from the f
electrong-value. When referenced to a fictitious spin-1

2 sys-
tem, theg-values for themS56 1

2 Kramers doublet ofS5 3
2

are gi5ge , and g'52ge , so that ^g&5( 5
3)ge . ^Sz& ~the

component along the laboratoryz axis!, is a constant of the
motion equal to61

2 and thus contributes strongly to the r
laxation efficiency.̂ Sx& and^Sy& precess at an average La
mor frequency ^vL&5^g&beBo . These components ma
also contribute significantly to the relaxation efficiency wh
^vL&td<1.

S51: †trans -Ni„II…Cl2„o -phenylenediamine …2‡

The phenomena described above forS51 have been
documented experimentally for the comple
@Ni( II )~acac!2~H2O!2# in previous studies.1,2 In this section,
new data are presented for theS51 complex Ni(o-pda)2Cl2
@ trans-Ni( II )Cl2(o-phenylenediamine)2# which further il-
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lustrate the nature of the effect and confirm the generality
its importance forS51 in orthorhombic site symmetry.

Figure 3 shows the magnetic-field dependence of
NMR relaxation enhancements (R1p and R2p) of the aro-
matic proton resonances of Ni(o-pda)2Cl2 ~Fig. 4! in DMSO
solution across a range of magnetic-field strengths from 0
to 1.8 T. Measurements were carried out using using s
tions in dimethylsulfoxide~DMSO!-d6 , so that the reso-
nance observed was that of the aryl protons of the sol
The x-ray crystal structure29 shows that the inequivalent pro
tons in the~3,6! and ~4,5! positions are 4.50 and 5.93 Å
respectively, from the metal ion, giving a rat
r 26(3,6)/r 26(4,5)>5.3. The relaxation decays were an
lyzed by ignoring an initial segment of the decay equal
approximately 1.6 times the shorterT1 . Under these condi-
tions, the measuredR1 is a weighted quantity reflecting pre
dominantly the decay of the~4,5! protons. The decay ap
peared mono-exponential within the scatter in the d
~which was, however, substantial!. In the data analysis, a
effective distance of 5.5 Å was used. This seems a rea
able approximation for our purpose, which is to investig
the mechanistic questions described above, particul
whether changes in the spatial quantization ofu618& spin
states underlies the observed magnetic-field dependenc
the R1,2p field dispersion profiles.

R1p approximately equalledR2p across the range o
magnetic-field strengths investigated, although becaus
the scatter in the data, a systematic difference the orde

FIG. 3. Magnetic-field dependence of the NMR relaxation enhancemen
theH4,5 aromatic proton resonance of Ni(II )Cl2(o-dpa)2 at 20 °C. Data for
R1p are open circles,R2p are filled circles. Curves show results of theore
ical simulations based on Eq.~2! of the text.R1p is the upper andR2p the
lower of each pair of curves. Assumed parameters are:~dashes! tS

530 ps, E50.213 cm21; ~solid lines! tS518 ps, E50.263 cm21; ~dot–
dash! tS59 ps, E50.326 cm21. Simulations assumedD55 cm21, tR

(1)

5432 ps, but were nearly independent of these parameters.

FIG. 4. Numbering of the ligand protons in@ trans-Ni( II )Cl2
3(o-phenylenediamine)2#.
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10% at fields above the low-field limit cannot be exclude
R1p increased withBo in the rangeBo.0.5 T in a manner
that is qualitatively similar to that observed previously f
@Ni( II )~acac!2~H2O!2#. This behavior supports the hypoth
esis that phenomena described in the previous section
involved: Namely, that in the low-field limit, the relaxatio
efficiency is suppressed by a rhombic zfs interaction~a zfs
E-term! which induces oscillation in̂Sẑ&, thus decoupling
the nuclear spin from the dipolar field of the electron sp
When, with increasingBo , the Zeeman energy become
larger than 2E, the oscillation of̂ Sẑ&, damps out, and̂Sẑ&
develops a static component, which approaches as a
mS561 in the uncoupledu1,61& eigenstates.

We have fit the experimental data using the zfs-lim
analytic theory.2 Only two fitting parameters were permitte
to vary: The zfs parameterE and the electron spin relaxatio
time tS , the latter assumed to be independent of magne
field strength~see below!. As described above, the fit is a
most independent of the zfsD parameter over the experimen
tal range of field strengths. The reorientational correlat
time tR

(1) was estimated from the Debye equation to be;430
ps. SincetR

(1)@tS , the fits were largely independent oftR
(1).

The procedure used to generate the fit is the same as
used previously1 for @Ni( II )~acac!2~H2O!2#. First, the ex-
perimental low-field limiting value ofR1p was fit in trial
calculations in which bothuEu and tS were varied. From
these calculations, parameter pairs (uEu, tS) which were con-
sistent with the low-field data were obtained and are plot
in Fig. 5. For tS>10 ps anduDu>3 cm21, there was little
dependence on the cylindrical zfs parameterD. In the second
step of the fitting procedure, values ofE andtS correspond-
ing to points on the curve of Fig. 5 were used in an attem
to reproduce the field dependence of the experimentalR1,2p

data. Three such fits, corresponding totS59, 18, and 30 ps
anduEu50.326, 0.263, and 0.213 cm21, are shown in Fig. 3.
Acceptable fits to the experimental data were found fortS

51864 ps, uEu50.2660.03 cm21.
The analysis supports the central theoretical predict

of the zfs-limit theory described above, namely, that in t
low-field limit, the nuclear and electron spins are large
decoupled by an oscillation in̂Sẑ& that is induced by the
rhombic splitting 2vE . When the Zeeman energy is larg

ofFIG. 5. Values ofE andtS which acceptably fit the low field relaxation dat
of Ni( II )Cl2(o-dpa)2 in Fig. 3. Values ofD are 3 cm21 ~dash–dot!; 5 cm21

~dots!; 7 cm21 ~dashes!; 10 cm21 ~solid!.
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than 2vE , the oscillation is damped, and̂Sẑ& develops a
large static component. This component couples relativ
efficiently to the nuclear-magnetic moment, resulting in t
marked increase inR1,2p which occurs at field strength
above aboutBo'0.3 T.

It is interesting that theory also predicts that the ra
(R2p /R1p)>1.1 is significantly greater than unity whenBo

'1 T, although the experimental intramolecular relaxat
data are not sufficiently precise to test this prediction.

Discussion

Several other high-spin Ni(II ) complexes exhibit quali-
tatively similar magnetic-field dependence in the NMR
laxation enhancement as that of Fig. 3. These systems
clude ~1! Ni( II )~acac!2~H2O!2, which we analyzed
previously,1 reaching similar conclusions to those draw
here; ~2! the Ni(II )-ethyleneglycol solvate;30 ~3! a Ni(II )-
substituted form of bovine carbonic anhydrase;31 and
~4! the Ni(II ) complex, bis(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5
heptanedionato)Ni(II ) (aniline-d5)2).32 Among these stud-
ies, only those involving Ni(II )~acac!2~H2O!2 ~Ref. 1! and
Ni( II )Cl2(o-pda)2 ~this work! have been subjected to a
analysis which incorporates the effects of zfs rhombicity
scribed above. However, from the similarities of theT1 field
dispersion profiles, we expect that the physical NMR rel
ation mechanisms in all five of these systems are similar

The functional form of the data does not,per se,
uniquely characterize the relaxation mechanism. It is in
esting that the characteristic functional form of the field d
persion profiles of these systems~i.e., a pronounced rise in
R1p with increasing field strength which occurs at fiel
above about 0.5 T! can be simulated using simple Zeema
limit theory by assuming an appropriatetv parameter in Eq.
~5! to simulate field dependence intS . This picture is, of
course, unrealistic in that it ignores the effects of zfs-driv
spin motions and uses electron spin transition frequen
which are nonphysical both in magnitude and magnetic-fi
dependence.

In an interesting study of the high-spin Ni(II )
complex bis~2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedionato!Ni~II !
(aniline-d5)2) (5Ni-dpm), Larssonet al.32 observedR1p

behavior that is qualitatively similar to that in Fig. 3. The
analysis used a model which incorporates a uniaxial zfs
sor (uDu&0, E50) which is subject to diffusive reorienta
tional motions plus ‘‘pseudorotation’’-like fluctuations of th
metal coordination sphere. The stochastic motions prod
electron spin relaxation. Although their model ignores t
effects of zfs-rhombicity, it was capable of simulating t
observed rise inR1p which occurs in the vicinity of 1 T, and
good fits to the data were achieved irrespective of the
sumed value ofuDu over a range 0<uDu<10 cm21. While a
direct comparison of their results with results of the analy
theories is not straightforward, it appears that the fie
dependence results from the processes which produce
tron spin relaxation~through the parameterstP andDT) in a
way that is similar physically to the field dependence of B
theory.

Our analysis, in contrast, assumes that thetS
(m) are field-

independent quantities: Attention is focused on the effect
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the Zeeman field on the spin eigenfunctions and spin dyn
ics, as described above. We have shown that these phe
ena are capable of describing the entire observed magn
field dependence of the NMR-PRE without the need
assume additional field dependence intS . Studies of Ni(II )
complexes which lack a static rhombic zfs component due
the presence of a threefold or higher molecular symme
axis would be informative in assessing further the relat
contributions of these two mechanisms to the field dep
dence of theT1 field dispersion profile~FDP!.

S52: Mn „III… TETRAPHENYLPORPHYRIN
SULFONATE

Mn(III ) porphyrins, such as Mn(III ) tetraphenylpor-
phyrin sulfonate~Mn-TPPS, Fig. 6!, provide examples of an
S52 ion in a site ofD4h symmetry. The rhombic zfs term
vanish so that themS561 non-Kramers doublet is unsplit
but a fourth-rank CF term is present which splits themS

562 non-Kramers doublet. The quadratic cylindrical z
splitting of Mn(III )-TPPS with axial water ligation is33

D522.3 cm21. The fourfold zfs splitting induces an osci
lation of ^Sẑ& within the mS562 manifold, which, if
v62tS>1, depresses the contribution of themS562 dou-
blet to the NMR-PRE. This depression, when present, can
relieved by an applied Zeeman field when the Zeeman
ergy exceeds themS562 doublet splitting. Thus the
magnetic-field dispersion profile of R1p due to
Mn(III )-TPPS is expected to exhibit a marked rise ofR1p

with increasing field strength in the range where the cha
of spatial quantization occurs within themS562 manifold.
The splitting of themS562 doublet results from a fourth
rank CF component, which we expect to be smaller th
typical second rank splittings in orthorhombic complexe
Thus the rise inR1p is expected to occur at relatively low
magnetic-field strengths. ThemS561 manifold is not split
by the static CF of Mn-TPPS, and its contribution toR1p will
be approximately field-independent in the low field range

The solvent protonT1 magnetic-field dispersion profile
~FDP! of Mn(III )-TPPS at 5, 20, and 35 °C, taken from Re
9, are shown in Fig. 7. Because the solvent is in rapid che
cal exchange equilibrium with axial sites in the complex, t
measured relaxation rate provides the relaxation rateR1p of
the protons of axial water ligands. The qualitative form
the FDP is highly unusual:R1p is field-independent at very

FIG. 6. Structure of Mn(III )-tetraphenylporphyrin sulfonate~Mn-TPPS!.
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low-field strengths but rises rapidly at field strengths abo
aboutBo50.04 T. The rise continues to a field strength
the range 0.2–0.4 T, where a second qualitative chang
slope occurs. In the higher field region,R1p is markedly
temperature dependent, the value for 5 °C being appr
mately double that for 35 °C. The experimentalR1p profiles
have been fit quantitatively by Zeeman-limit~SBM! theory,
but Zeeman-limit assumptions are not appropriate to
physical situation, and not surprisingly, the resulting fitti
parameters~Table I! are in a number of respects nonphysic
~this was recognized by the authors9!. In particular, very
short, highly temperature-dependent Mn-proton inters
distances ranging from 2.13 Å~35 °C! to 2.48 Å~5 °C! were

TABLE I. Comparison of fitting parameters for Mn-TPPS obtained from
analysis based on slow motion theory~Ref. 2! ~columns 2–4! and Zeeman-
limit SBM theory ~Ref. 9! ~columns 5–7!. Omitted values are paramete
not used by the theory. The slow motion fit assumedD54.0 cm21, but the
fit is nearly independent of this parameter.De(62)524B4

(4) is the splitting
of the mS562 non-Kramers manifold. The value oftR

(1) used in the slow
motion fits was computed from the value measured~Ref. 37! by C-13 NMR
for Zn(II )-TPP in CHCl3, after correcting for differences in viscosity an
temperature with the Debye equation. This estimate provides a lower
to tR

(1), since it neglects the effects of peripheral sulfonate groups wh
undoubtedly slow the reorientation of Mn-TPPS in aqueous solution.
corresponding reorientational parameter in the Zeeman-limit theory istR

(2);
the values listed aretR

(1)53tR
(2), wheretR

(2) was determined by the fit to
NMR-PRE data~Ref. 9!.

T

Slow motion theory Zeeman-limit theory

5 °C 20 °C 35 °C 5 °C 20 °C 35 °C

tR
(1) ~ps! 1400 900 600 690 276 150

tS
(61) ~ps! 456 506 685

tS
(62) ~ps! 261 180 142

tSO ~ps! 25 16 13
tv ~ps! 72 47 33
2De62

+ (cm21) 0.20 0.20 0.20
r IS ~Å! 2.80 2.80 2.80 2.48 2.25 2.13
e

in

i-

e

l

n

required~in comparison, the distance from Mn to the wat
oxygen is 2.24 Å in the x-ray structure34!. Also, the correla-
tion time tv for the distortional motions of the zfs tenso
which describes magnetic-field dependence in the elec
spin relaxation time, was very long,tv>50 ps, about three-
fold longer than the low-field electron spin relaxation tim
tS0 . tv is the critical parameter of the Zeeman-limit analys
since it is the only parameter~within Zeeman-limit theory!
which produces a rise inR1p with increasing field strength. A
very long value oftv is required to fit the observed rise i
the FDP of Mn-TPPS because of the very low-field stren
at which this rise occurs,;0.04 T.

The slow motion theory@Eq. ~2!# provides a fundamen
tally different physical interpretation in which the field de
pendence ofR1p results principally from field dependence
the spin wave function of themS562 levels and the asso
ciated changes in the spin motion as described above.
approximate fit of the data has been obtained based on
slow-motion theory@Eq. ~2!#. We assume, consistent wit
the discussion of the preceeding sections, thatR1p>R1ẑ , and
that reorientation is slow enough for Eq.~2! to be valid. The
u0& eigenstate does not contribute appreciably toR1p in the
vicinity of the zfs-limit. The u61& eigenstates contribute a
amount equal to

R1p,615C$2u^11uSẑu11&u2J~0!%, ~11a!

and theu628& eigenstates an amount,

R1p,6285C$2~c18!2u^128uSẑu128&u2J~0!

12c18c28u^128uSẑu228&u2J~v62!%sa , ~11b!

where C5( 4
3)(g Igeber IS

23)2(mo/4p)2521@11P2(cosuẑ)#.
The curly brackets in the second expression indicate a sp
average over the angleu ẑ between the molecularẑ and labo-
ratory z axes.R1p,628 in Eq. ~11b! must be evaluated by
diagonalizingHS at several orientations (u ẑ) at each speci-
fied value ofBo and computing the indicated spatial averag
This was done in simulations using the symbolic mathem
cal program Maple. In general, the electron spin relaxat
time tS may differ for the levels of themS561 and62 spin
manifolds, andtS may be magnetic field-dependent as we
For simplicity, we assumed thattS is field-independent bu
allowed tS

(61) to differ from tS
(62) . A single, temperature-

independent interspin distance ofr IS52.80 Å, consistent
with the measured Mn–O bond length of 2.24 Å
Mn-TPPS,29 was assumed.

These assumptions produced simulations shown in Fi
and the fitting parameters listed in Table I. The rise ofR1p in
the vicinity of 0.04 T was modeled well by the effects of th
changing eigenfunctionsuc62& without the need to assum
magnetic-field dependence intS . The fit to the 5 °C data
was quite good, while the fits atT520 °C andT535 °C
were somewhat less quantitative. In part this may be du
the limitations of slow motion theory, sincetS

(61) approaches
tR

(1) at the higher temperatures. Our central purpose here
understand the physical origin of the field dependence
R1,2p , and more specifically, to investigate whether t
changes in the electron spin wave function which oc
when the Zeeman energy is comparable to the small in
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h
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doublet zfs splittings, as described above, is responsible
the highly unusual low field rise in the FDP of Mn-TPP
The theory indeed provides a straightforward description
this feature.

Discussion

The magnetic-field dependence of the relaxation mec
nism can conveniently be visualized through plots of
dipolar power density. This is shown in Fig. 8, where t
quantity plotted on the ordinate is f (v)
[u^muSẑun&u2Jẑ(vmn2v). The functionsf (0) are propor-
tional to the zero-frequency dipolar power produced by
matrix element̂ muSẑun&, and thus they describe the NM
relaxation efficiency associated with the various terms of
~2!. The functions plotted in Fig. 8 are those correspond
to diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements within themS

562 ~upper! and mS561 ~lower! manifolds. For themS

561 levels, only diagonal matrix elements are nonzero,
these are almost field independent within the range of va
tion of Fig. 8. Since the associated spectral density functi
are centered at zero frequency, these terms contribute sig
cantly to the relaxation efficiency. In contrast, the mat
elements within themS562 manifold are highly field de-
pendent. Only the off-diagonal matrix elements are nonv
ishing in theBo50 limit, but these decrease with increasin
Bo and are displaced to higher frequency. The off-diago
matrix elements contribute negligibly to the overall rela
ation mechanism. The diagonal matrix elements incre
with increasingBo , and since these matrix elements descr
zero-frequency magnetization, the relaxation efficiency
creases accordingly.

FIG. 8. Dipolar power density produced by themS562 eigenstates~top!
andmS561 eigenstates~bottom! of Mn-TPPS. The function plotted on th
ordinate isf (v)[u^muSr̂ un&u2Jr̂(vmn2v). The valuesf (0) are the quanti-
ties in Eq.~2! of the text. The polar angle between the molecularẑ axis and
the laboratoryz axis was assumed to beu5p/4. Curves are shown for
(gebeB0)/(D«61/2)50 ~dot–dash!, 0.05 ~dash!, 0.1 ~dots!, and 1.0~solid
lines!, where (D«61/2) is the splitting of themS561/2 manifold.
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Another highly unusual aspect of the Mn-TPPS NM
PRE is the very large molar relaxivity produced by t
Mn(III ) ion. Although Mn(III ) is usually considered a
weakly relaxing ion, its proton relaxivity, per mole of boun
water, is higher in Mn-TPPS than in hexaqua-Mn(II ). This
undoubtedly reflects an unexpectedly long electron spin
laxation time as was found from the slow-motion theoreti
simulations.~The Zeeman-limit fits also required a longtS ,
although in this case a long value is achieved by assum
that tS is field dependent and by assuming a very long c
relation time,tv , for distortion of the zfs tensor.! The long
value oftS probably results from the very tight coordinatio
geometry of the Mn(III )-porphyrins, specifically from the
fact that low-frequency in-plane fluctuations in the zfs te
sor, which are needed for electron spin relaxation along thẑ
axis, are strongly suppressed in the highly rigid coordinat
environment of the porphyrin. A detailed analysis of t
electron spin relaxation time and its magnetic field dep
dence in this complex would be interesting.

CONCLUSIONS

The NMR relaxation enhancements produced by inte
spin systems can be influenced strongly by the small
splittings ~the splittings within the non-Kramers doublets!.
The CF potential components which produce the intradou
splittings drive relatively low-frequency oscillations in th
time correlation function̂Sz(0)Sz(t)&. These motions act to
depress the NMR relaxation enhancement in the zfs-li
relative to the enhancement of comparable symmetric c
plexes in which the noncylindrical zfs terms are nonze
The presence of a small Zeeman field, comparable in m
nitude to the intradoublet spacing but small compared to
large interdoublet zfs splittings, causes a large change in
spin wave functions and has profound effects on the NM
PRE. In the absence of the Zeeman field, the spin eigenfu
tions have cartesian polarizations, and only off-diagonal m
trix elements of ^Sz& are nonvanishing. These matri
elements oscillate at the intradoublet splitting and are t
motionally decoupled from the nuclear spin. In the prese
of an applied Zeeman field, the diagonal matrix elements
^Sz&, which are associated with nonoscillating magnetiz
tion, grow in magnitude while the oscillating off-diagon
terms decrease. This phenomenon results in an increas
R1p with increasing field strength which may be quite su
stantial.

The importance of this mechanism as the origin of t
characteristic functional form of the FDP forS51 ions in
rhombic site symmetry is supported by analyses of data fr
two S51 complex ions, Ni(II )~acac!2~H2O!2 ~Ref. 1! and
Ni( II )(o-pda)2Cl2 ~this work!, and is consistent with pub
lished data for three other systems.30–32An alternate mecha-
nism in which the field dependence of the FDP results fr
the field dependence of electron spin relaxation may also
important, but the contribution of this mechanism is le
clear at present. Data onS51 systems which lack zfs rhom
bicity would be informative in assessing the relative impo
tance of these two mechanisms.

The S52 spin system, Mn(III )-TPPS, exhibits analo-
gous behavior which, as shown above, arises from the eff
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of a static fourth rank splitting of themS562 non-Kramers
doublet. Five other homologous Mn(III ) porphyrins exhibit
relaxation behavior which is qualitatively and quantitative
similar to that of Mn(III )-TPPS.13 Thus we expect generall
that the small intradoublet splittings will be of importan
for the NMR-PRE properties of integer spin complexes wh
a substantial static zfs interaction is present and when
Zeeman energy is less than the large zfs splittings~D and
3D).

There are, of course, specific chemical situations foS
51 andS52 where this phenomenon will probably not b
important, as, for example, in the Ni(II ) aquacation, where
the static zfs tensor vanishes as a result of octahedral
symmetry of the metal. Also, the presence of a dynam
Jahn–Teller distortion, as occurs in some complexes
Mn(III ) which have pseudo-octahedral coordination geo
etry @such as Mn~acac!3#, may well suppress the zfs-relate
relaxation phenomena described above.

EXPERIMENT

The paramagnetic complex Ni(o-pda)2Cl2,
trans-bis(o-phenylenediamine)nickel(II ) dichloride, was
synthesized by the procedure of Coakley.35 In this method, a
1:2 mole ratio of NiCl2•6H2O to o-phenylenediamine wa
added to ethanol with stirring. The solution was allowed
reflux for approximately one hour in a hot water bath ma
tained between 75–80 °C. The light blue precipitate was
rified by washing with absolute ethanol and then dried
several hours at 80–85 °C under vacuum. The Ni(II ) com-
plex was characterized by IR and magnetic susceptib
measurements, which were in excellent agreement with
literature.36 A 40.0 mM solution of@Ni(o-pda)2Cl2# in dim-
ethylsulfoxide~DMSO! was prepared, and a 200mL aliquot
transferred to a 10 mm~ID! glass tube that had been wash
overnight in concentrated sulfuric acid to remove labile pa
magnetic ions on the surface. The sample was degasse
four freeze–pump–thaw cycles and sealed under vacuu

Measurements ofT1 and T2 of the ~4,5! aromatic pro-
tons of Ni(II )(o-dpa)2Cl2 were carried out as previousl
described.1 T1 measurements used a modification of t
inversion-recovery sequence in which pulse triplets are u
to sample the magnetization and then to restore it to thz
axis. Points of the decay corresponding to times less t
about two times theT1 of the ~3,6! aromatic resonance wer
ignored in the analysis of the data in order to suppress
contribution of that resonance~see above!. T2 was measured1

using the Carr–Purcell–Meiboom–Gill~CPMG! sequence
with a pulse spacing of 1 ms.R1,2d were also measured fo
the diamagnetic solvent. Reported values of the param
netic part of the relaxation rate,R1,2p , equal the measure
relaxation rate minus the relaxation rate of the diamagn
solvent, which was measured separately. The temperatu
the probe was controlled with a stream of dry nitrogen a
maintained at 20.060.5 °C.
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APPENDIX

The spin functionsOq
(k) in Eq. ~6! are the following:

O0
~2!53Sz

22S~S11!,

O2
~2!5221~S1

2 1S2
2 !5Sx

22Sy
2,

O0
~4!535Sz

4230S~S11!Sz
2125Sz

226S~S11!13S2~S

11!2,

O2
~4!5221$~7Sz

22S~S11!25!~S1
2 1S2

2 !%S ,

O4
~4!5221~S1

4 1S2
4 !.

$A,B%S is the symmetrized operator, 221(AB1BA). A more
extensive compilation is given in Table 16 of Abragam a
Bleaney.28
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